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Management Summary
Industry 4.0 has become the all-dominant vision for the future of industrial production.
The technologies and IT systems it is based on are already far advanced and their benefits and importance for remaining competitive are undisputed.
Now manufacturing enterprises are faced with the challenge of transforming the
Industry 4.0 vision into reality – especially in their operational processes, manufacturing
and IT strategies as well as company structures. And they need to define a clear path to
this reality.
A typical case from the mechanical engineering industry in this study shows that the
most complex change does not lie in how companies apply individual technologies, but in
developing a company-wide Industry 4.0 strategy and linking together heterogeneous
processes and systems, because this is the only way to fully exploit the cost and sales
potential that Industry 4.0 offers. What is more, Industry 4.0 will also bring about enormous changes in the structure of staff and company, and these will have to be dealt with.

1. Changes in operational processes resulting from Industry 4.0 2 . Strategic dimensions of Industry 4.0 in the IT and production strategies 3. The road to the destination – cornerstones of the implementation roadmap
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1. Changes in operational processes resulting from
Industry 4.0

Increased performance across all areas
First and foremost, Industry 4.0 helps reduce product costs and throughput times. Small
batch sizes, all the way down to a batch size of 1, can be produced much more quickly and
cheaply, and the significance of human resources as a cost factor reduces considerably.
Industry 4.0 gives enterprises more leeway in their product range, pricing and delivery
times.
But it is not only the operational divisions that benefit, R&D and Product Management
also profit. The data provided by Production and Sales ensures optimal transparency and
significantly improves the decision-making quality in both divisions. At the same time,
simulations enable fully seamless processes, thus considerably accelerating the entire
development process, all the way through to the market launch.

How Industry 4.0 halves production times – a look into the future
The illustration shows where and how Industry 4.0 changes the value chain. It is based
on the example of the mechanical engineering company mentioned above, which manufactures small series, special devices and by individual customer order.
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ፚ With the aid of a configurator, Sales and the customer
define the product specifications. Special requests are
calculated manually.
ፚ The engineering department translates the order into
a bill of materials, work plans and technical drawings.
Inquiries go through Sales.

SALES &
CONSTRUCTION

10 DAYS

ፚ New, self-learning configurators also cater for special
requests, suggest options and recognize specification
problems.
ፚ Prices are calculated in the background. Thanks to
digital mapping, the costs of special versions can also
be estimated accurately.
ፚ Offers in process and experience values enable a real-time forecast for SCM and Production Planning.
ፚ Simulations and self-learning systems take care of most
of the engineering work. Manual interventions are an
exception.
ፚ The customer can track all progress in real time, including an option for last-minute changes.

FIG. 1: REDUCTION OF
P RODUCTION TIMES

2 DAYS

ALONG THE VALUE CHAIN

ፚ At the same time, the Material Planning unit passes the
orders on to the suppliers. Delays are reported manually
to the production teams.

WITH I NDUSTRY 4.0

SCM

ፚ Suppliers receive orders automatically through
the Cloud, and the status of all components can be
monitored in real time. Delays are taken into account
automatically.

1 DAY
ፚ The work scheduling and machine planning is done
based on the bill of materials. Changes that have to be
reported manually often lead to overtime and underutilization.
ፚ Multiple venues deliver parts for a product without
integrated product planning. If there are delays at one
venue, the others continue to produce. The result is
holding times and large inventories.

PRODUCTION
PLANNING

ፚ The order is simulated digitally. Various production
options and work plans are proposed.
ፚ The data is transmitted to the machines, which communicate with each other and independently plan the order
of processing.
ፚ Technical disruptions or delivery delays are reported
automatically, enabling the machines to change plans
in real time.
ፚ Production planning that encompasses multiple
venues ensures that all components are completed
simultaneously.

3 DAYS
1 DAY
ፚ The logistics among the various production stations are
largely organized manually using lifting equipment.
ፚ Assembly workers independently collect parts in
supermarkets on the shop floor. If the stores run low,
reorders are triggered manually.

INTERNAL
LOGISTICS

ፚ Self-driving transporters drive between machines and
assembly workstations.
ፚ RFID tags make finding parts fast and easy. Stock levels
are reported in real time, and new orders are made
automatically.
ፚ Logistics can monitor each component at every venue in
real time. Internal transports are planned automatically.

ፚ For capacity utilization reasons, all orders in the smallscale series run in one production line. Large variances
lead to long set-up times. Last-minute plan changes
increase complexity.
ፚ Special requests are realized in separate production
lines using special machines with low capacity utilization levels. These have to be repeatedly re-tooled and
programmed.
ፚ Assembly is structured by model series, in order to
make use of experience benefits. At the control assembly, the fitting is done in elaborate manual work, based
on circuit plans.

PRODUCTION

ፚ All machines program themselves. Sensors take care of
the adjustments and recognize wear and tear, reducing
downtimes. Automated tool depots further reduce
idle times.
ፚ Small and special series are manufactured on the same
production line. Complex parts and one piece orders
are redirected to a 3D printer.
ፚ Compact, precise robots take care of the assembly
work, even in the controller assembly. Self-driving
assembly trolleys seek out free assembly employees
automatically.
ፚ Data glasses provide interactive assembly instructions,
reducing learning times and assembly errors.
ፚ Experience gained in Production serves as the basis for
optimizing and (further) developing the products.

10 DAYS

7 DAYS
ፚ The components made at varying venues are consolidated in a logistics hub before delivery to ensure simultaneous delivery and no missing parts.
ፚ Delays at any one venue lead to long holding periods.

OUTBOUND
LOGISTICS

ፚ Thanks to RFID technology, all components of the machine can be consolidated virtually.
ፚ Simultaneous and complete dispatch to the customer’s
location is ensured.

1 DAY
4 DAYS

4 WEEKS
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1 ½ WEEKS
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2. Strategic dimensions of the realization of
Industry 4.0
The rigorous implementation of Industry 4.0 is a long-term strategic challenge for the
entire company. Large parts of the manufacturing strategy and production footprint, the
IT and HR strategies have to be rethought.

Manufacturing strategy and production footprint
At the global production network level and at individual venues, the manufacturing strategy and production footprint are changing in the following ways:
ፚፚ Profiles of the sites and production divisions: The borders between (small) series
and one-off production are blurring; sites and production lines with a mixture of
series and special production are becoming the rule.
ፚፚ Product portfolio: More sales potential is arising in the “long tail”. The falling batch
numbers that are required to break even make a broader range of products and
numerous product versions possible.
ፚፚ Technology portfolio: Numerous new and upcoming production technologies are
part of the design of future production lines. The focus lies on technologies such
as 3D printing and more robotics in the assembly phase.
The clearest implications arise for the international production footprint. The share of
personnel costs in the product costs is declining, and with it the importance of wage arbitrage as a location criterion. The question of whether a local presence is strategically
necessary in growing markets is becoming more central.
Because, from the supply-chain perspective, a highly flexible, cost-effective site in Europe
can have a much larger delivery radius, while at the same time still enabling competitive
delivery times for customers in other parts of the world.
These factors will change the approach to optimize global manufacturing networks significantly.
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IT strategy and IT governance
The core of Industry 4.0, the networking and automating across the value chain, makes
IT governance and an all-encompassing IT strategy imperative. These require the following four key measures:
ፚፚ Selecting a lead system and a standardized IT protocol.
ፚፚ Creating a company-wide target vision for the system landscape, which includes
all new and existing systems, the cloud solution and external interfaces.
ፚፚ Compiling a data management concept with aspects such as data lakes as a central collection instance, standard analyses in operational divisions and controlling,
all supported by big data.
ፚፚ Building up a center of excellence for IT security. Extensive networking and the
central storage of data considerably increase the damage that can be caused by
attacks. Demands on components, systems and access rights have to be defined
centrally.

HR strategy
The work environment after the implementation of Industry 4.0 has much different demands on flexibility and qualification. The increased product variance and shortened
time between receiving an order and starting production on it render shift plans that are
predetermined for weeks in advance and a rigid assignment of individual staff members
to certain workplaces obsolete.
Planning and management tasks in line with rule-based decisions and activities like the
traditional “machine operator” disappear to a great extent. In engineering and production management, staff will be used in future when creativity is needed in the event of resource conflicts or a lack of experience.
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In this kind of environment, highly flexible specialists are required: flexible in order to be
able to fulfill a wide range of roles along the value chain; specialized with a view to IT systems and production technologies. New roles become more important, like “data scientists”, who develop analysis algorithms, and administrators, who program entire production lines.
An HR strategy contains the following key aspects for addressing these changes:
ፚፚ Translating changed requirements into concrete function and qualification profiles and a target qualification structure.
ፚፚ Sketching the main transformation steps on the way to the new staff structure.
These include not only training, but also extensive requalification.
ፚፚ Agreements with the employee representatives regulate the execution of the
transformation steps and the required flexibility of working hours and assignments.
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3. The road to the destination – cornerstones of the
implementation roadmap
The journey to the full application of the Industry 4.0 philosophy takes place in stages.
This reduces the complexity and risks of the implementation. It also enables the latest
technological developments to be included, and facilitates intermediate steps in the HR
realization and the change management.

Creating strong foundations:
The first step is ensuring standardized governance for the execution of the Industry 4.0
philosophy. Part of this is establishing an “Industry 4.0 compatibility test” as part of organizational and investment decisions.
An analysis of the potential along the entire value chain reveals cost and revenue potential that arises as a result of technological restrictions and a lack of interconnection. This
analysis also forms the basis for a business case.
Building upon this, fundamental decisions are made regarding the production footprint
and the IT and HR strategies.

Quick wins and the first implementation steps:
The IT system landscape is restructured by phasing out or harmonizing overlapping systems and preparing the data migration.
In production and logistics, technology updates such as automated transportation solutions, data glasses, interconnected manufacturing centers and 3D printers lead to quick
wins in the existing structure. Parallel to this, long-term investments are initiated in machinery and infrastructure.
Within the HR strategy, changes for the staff members are elaborated and translated into
new job profiles. Consequences and opportunities for the employees are communicated
early on and qualification measures introduced.

Interconnection and harmonization:
The use of RFID tags considerably simplifies planning and steering, and enables the flow
of parts and components to be traced in real time.
The restructuring of the IT landscape is completed with the go-live of a lead system and
the harmonization of all systems, e.g. the product configurators.
In addition, all systems, including the interfaces to suppliers, are interconnected. All data
is migrated to data lakes and a cloud solution.
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Self-learning systems and exploiting the full potential:
Self-learning systems and simulations are launched in Sales, Engineering and Production
and connected up to the central data sources.
The supply chain is fully automated, from the customer’s order to the suppliers and production and on through to the delivery. The new production lines go into operation.
Core processes, organization and staff structure in all operational divisions are adjusted
to the target status.
Relevant data from Sales and Production is automatically passed on to Research, Development and Product Management.
Sales potential can be fully exploited by optimizing and expanding the product portfolio,
through a larger number of variants and through shortened times to delivery.
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Cornerstones of
the production
footprint and IT
and HR strategies

Potential analysis
and business case

Setting up governance
incl. compatibility check
of Industry 4.0

Compiling qualification and
transformation plans

Compiling job profiles and
organizational goals

HR

Layout of the production
and implementation plan

Connecting production and logistics

Modifying (company)
agreements

Implementing qualification
and training measures

HR

Converting the transport
systems

Production and Logistics
Procuring machines and converting
production lines

Production and Logistics

Integrating systems, ERP and
suppliers

Converting the main system and
data migration

Realizing quick wins through
technology updates

Preparing data lakes

Restructuring IT systems

IT and Processes
Harmonizing the configurators

IT and Processes

HARMONIZATION AND
INTERCONNECTION

Blueprint of core processes and
the IT landscape

FIRST IMPLEMENTATION
STEPS AND SUCCESSES

2018 – 2024

FIG. 2: ROADMAP FOR

Expanding the product
portfolio

Connecting Sales / Production
with R&D / Product Management

R&D, Product Management
and Sales

Transition to the target
structure

HR

Introducing automated
production and logistics

Production and Logistics

Automated order processing
and construction

Introducing self-learning
systems

IT and Processes

SELF-LEARNING SYSTEMS
AND EXPLOITING THE
FULL POTENTIAL

from 2025

I MPLEMENTING THE

CREATING
THE FOUNDATIONS

2018

SOPHY

2017

I NDUSTRY 4.0 PHILO

2016
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Stern Stewart & Co.
Stern Stewart & Co. is an independent strategy consulting boutique. Our
advisory focus is on the core issues of management. These include
strategy, corporate finance, organization and performance management. We see company m
 anagers as strategic investors in the business,
and support them to increase the value of their company.
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